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Background: The immune checkpoint, indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase 1, is under investigation as target of

novel immunotherapies for cancers, including head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC). The aim

of our study was to analyze DNA methylation of the encoding gene (IDO1) in HNSCC.

Methods: Methylation of three CpG sites within the promoter, promoter flank, and gene body was in-

vestigated and correlated with mRNA expression, immune cell infiltration, mutational burden, human

papillomavirus (HPV)-status, and overall survival in a cohort of N = 528 HNSCC patients obtained from

The Cancer Genome Atlas. In addition, IDO1 immunohistochemistry and DNA methylation analysis was

performed in an independent cohort of N = 138 HNSCC samples.

Findings: Significant inverse correlations of IDO1 methylation and IDO1 mRNA expression were found in

the promoter and promoter flank region (Spearman’s ρ = −0.163 and ρ = −0.377, respectively) while

a positive correlation was present in the gene body (ρ = 0.502; all P < 0.001). IDO1 DNA methylation

significantly correlated with IDO1 protein expressing immune cells as well as tumor cells. IDO1 promoter

flank hypermethylation was significantly associated with poor overall survival (P < 0.001). In addition,

we discovered significant correlations between IDO1 methylation and expression with RNA signatures

of immune cell infiltrates and with HPV-status, mutational load (methylation only), and interferon γ
signature.

Interpretation: Our results suggest IDO1 expression levels are epigenetically regulated by DNA methy-

lation. This study provides rationale to test IDO1 methylation as potential biomarker for prediction of

response to IDO1 immune checkpoint inhibitors in HNSCC.
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Research in context

Evidence before this study

Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase 1 (IDO1) is a promising target for

immunotherapy. However, a phase III trial testing the IDO1 in-

hibitor, epacadostat, together with PD-1 inhbitor, pembrolizumab,

has recently missed the first primary endpoint. Reports on the reg-

ulation of IDO1 on an epigenetic level are rare. Novel insights into

this regulation might provide a rationale for the development of

mechanism-driven biomarkers for patient stratification. We ana-

lyzed the head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) cohort

included in The Cancer Genome Atlas database and searched in the

Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database for information on IDO1

expression and methylation in cell lines and leukocytes. To vali-

date our findings, we performed protein expression analysis by im-

munohistochemistry to study immune microenvironment and IDO1

expression in HNSCC.

Added value of this study

Our study provides evidence of epigenetic regulation of IDO1

by DNA methylation in HNSCCs. We identified significant correla-

tions between IDO1 methylation and expression (mRNA and pro-

tein), with immune cell infiltrates, mutational load, HPV, interferon

γ signature, and patient outcome.

Implications of all the available evidence

Taking all available evidence into account, IDO1 methylation

should be considered as potential biomarker for prediction of re-

sponse to anti-IDO1 immune checkpoint inhibitors in HNSCC. IDO1

methylation testing should be included into biomarker programs of

clinical trials that include IDO1 inhibitors.

1. Introduction

65,410 new cases of oral cavity, pharyngeal, and laryngeal tu-

mors are estimated to be diagnosed in 2019 in the United States

[1]. Moreover, it is estimated that 358,144 patients worldwide with

cancer of the lip, oral cavity, oropharynx, hypopharynx, and larynx

will die from the disease in 2018 [2]. The majority of malignant

tumors in the head and neck region are of squamous cell origin.

Thus, head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCCs) represent

a major health burden worldwide.

HNSCC is associated with certain environmental risk factors like

smoking and alcohol abuse as well as infection with high risk

human papillomavirus (HPV). Patients with HPV-associated can-

cers (low-risk tumors) experience significantly longer overall sur-

vival than patients with tumors associated with classical risk fac-

tors like smoking and alcohol abuse (high-risk tumors) [3,4]. De-

spite the development of new therapies for HNSCC the prognosis

remains dismal once recurrent or metastatic disease occurs. The

anti-EGFR antibody, cetuximab, in combination with chemother-

apy, is the most common treatment regimen for advanced or

metastatic disease [5]. Recently, immunotherapy has emerged as

a promising treatment for HNSCC. The immune checkpoint in-

hibitor, nivolumab, targeting the immune checkpoint programmed

cell death 1 (PD-1) receptor has been approved for second line

therapy based on the results of the CheckMate 141 trial [6]. This

trial demonstrated an overall survival benefit for patients receiv-

ing nivolumab, in regardless of HPV-status [7]. In addition, an-

other antibody targeting PD-1, pembrolizumab, and antibodies tar-

geting PD-1 ligand 1 (PD-L1), atezolizumab and durvalumab, have

demonstrated significant antitumor activity [8,9]. Pembrolizumab

has recently been approved as first-line therapy in recurrent and
etastatic HNSCC in combination with platinum therapy and 5-FU

10].

Other immunotherapeutic agents are being developed and pro-

ressing to clinical trials such as the indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase

(IDO1) inhibitors, epacadostat and navoximod [11–13]. IDO1 is

he rate-limiting enzyme in the conversion of the essential amino

cid tryptophan to kynurenine. IDO1 is highly expressed in many

umor types and has been shown to play a role in immunosup-

ression, through increased tryptophan metabolism, in the tumor

icroenvironment (TME) [14,15]. Increased IDO1 expression can

ead to suppression of antitumoral T cells, differentiation of CD4+

cells into immunosuppressive regulatory T cells (Tregs), and po-

erisation of antigen-presenting cells into a tolerogenic phenotype

16,17]. Overexpression of IDO1 in various tumor tissues is associ-

ted with worse overall survival [15,18]. IDO1 inhibitors could thus

estore function of anti-tumoral T cells and shift the TME from im-

unosuppressive to immunogenic [19].

The IDO1 inhibitor navoximod was well tolerated in a phase

trial and stable disease responses were observed in 8 (36%)

ut of 22 patients [13]. Recent results from the phase I/II ECHO-

02/KEYNOTE-037 trial demonstrated encouraging antitumor ac-

ivity of epacadostat in combination with pembrolizumab [11]. In

ombination with nivolumab, epacadostat also improved disease

ontrol in the HNSCC cohort of the phase I/II ECHO-204 trial.

owever, epacadostat failed to demonstrate therapeutic benefit in

ombination with immune checkpoint blockade in a malignant

elanoma phase III trial and thus several other trials have been

ut on hold [20,21]. Nevertheless, researchers offered reasons for

he failed trial and recommend a further clinical investigation of

DO inhibitors. Since IDO1 remains a promising immunotherapeu-

ic target, a better understanding of its regulation resulting in the

evelopment of companion biomarkers is needed in order to iden-

ify subgroups of patients that are likely to benefit from treatment.

redictive biomarkers are best studied in the context of anti-PD-1

mmunotherapies. Tumor mutational burden, tumor programmed

ell death ligand 1 (PD-L1) expression, the intensity of intratu-

oral CD8+ T cell infiltrates, and an interferon γ or T cell inflamed

rofile have each been proposed as distinct features of response to

mmune checkpoint blockage [22–24].

DNA methylation is an epigenetic mechanism associated with

ranscriptional gene activity and involved in fundamental biologi-

al processes, i.e. embryogenesis, imprinting, X chromosome inac-

ivation, aging, and differentiation [25,26]. In the context of im-

unotherapies, DNA methylation plays a role in T cell differen-

iation and T cell exhaustion [27–29]. Recent reports suggest a

ole for DNA methylation in the regulation of immune checkpoint

enes, i.e. PD-1, PD-L1, PD-1 ligand 2 (PD-L2), and cytotoxic T-

ymphocyte associated protein 4 (CTLA4) in various malignancies,

ncluding HNSCC [30–38]. Furthermore, CTLA4 methylation in tu-

ors from patients with metastastatic melanoma can be used to

redict response to anti-PD-1 and anti-CTLA-4 directed immune

heckpoint blockage [39]. First reports also suggest an epigenetic

egulation of IDO1 via DNA methylation [40,41].

Our present study aims to understand the epigenetic regulation

f IDO1 via DNA methylation and its association with tumor im-

unogenicity in HNSCC. This could help to stratify subgroups of

atients who are likely to benefit from IDO1-inhibitor therapy.

. Materials and methods

.1. Patients and data acquisition

TCGA cohort: Results are based on data generated by The Can-

er Genome Atlas Research Network (TCGA, http://cancergenome.

ih.gov/). Informed consent was obtained by the TCGA Research

etwork from all patients in accordance with the Helsinki Decla-

http://cancergenome.nih.gov/
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ation of 1975. Clinico-pathological data were obtained from the

CGA Research Network. Data were available for N = 528 cancer

issue samples and N = 50 matched normal adjacent tissue (NAT)

amples. Overall survival was censored after 60 months to ac-

ount only for tumor-specific death. Molecular data was adopted

rom studies previously published by the TCGA Research Network

42,43].

UKB cohort: For validation purposes, we included N = 138

ormalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded HNSCCs from patients

reated at the University Hospital Bonn (UKB). The study protocol

as approved by the Institutional Review Board (vote no. 187/16).

PV status was assessed by p16 immunohistochemistry.

.2. Cell lines and isolated immune cells

We included methylation data from three HPV-positive

UPCI:SCC090, 93VU-147 T, UM:SCC047) and three HPV-negative

UPCI:SCC003, UPCI:SCC036, and PCI-30) HNSCC cell lines pre-

iously generated by Lechner et al. (Gene Expression Omnibus

GEO) accession number: GSE38271; National Center for Biotech-

ology Information (NCBI), Bethesda, MD, USA) and from N = 20

PV-negative HNSCC cell lines (BHY, BICR22, CAL-27, CAL-33,

etroit562, FADU, HN, JHU-011, JHU-022, SAS, SAT, SCC-15, SCC-25,

CC-4, SCC-9, SKN-3, A253, HSC-3, OSC-19, Ca9-22) provided by

orio et al. (GSE68379) [44,45]. Furthermore, we included addi-

ional 13 HNSCC cell lines (eleven HPV-negative: UM-SCC-14B,

M-SCC-14A, UM-SCC-24A, UM-SCC-24B, UD-SCC-1, UM-SCC-11B,

D-SCC-4, UM-SCC-10BPT, UD-SCC-5, UT-SCC-33, UT-SCC-60B; two

PV-positive: UD-SCC-2, UM-SCC-104) provided by the University

ospital Dusseldorf.

Methylation data from isolated immune cells (CD4+ T cells,

D8+ T cells, regulatory T cells, B cells, and monocytes) were ob-

ained from three previous studies which included isolated im-

une cells obtained from N = 26 healthy donors from Scotland

GSE87650), N = 6 healthy Israeli women (GSE71244), and N = 72

ealthy American individuals (GSE59250) [46–48].

.3. Immune cell infiltrates

TCGA cohort: Thorsson et al. developed RNASeq signatures as

urrogate marker for immune cell infiltrates which provides quan-

itative data on infiltrating leukocytes. This includes signatures for

aive B cells, memory B cells, naive CD4+ T cells, activated and

esting CD4+ memory T cells, T follicular helper cells, Tregs, CD8+

cells, γ δ T cells, activated and resting NK cells, plasma cells,

acrophages (including monocytes and M0/M1/M2 macrophages),

endritic cells (including resting and activated dendritic cells),

ast cells (including activated and resting mast cells) for N = 468

umor samples [49].

UKB cohort: Infiltrates of CD45+, CD3+, CD8+, CD4+, and IDO1+

mmune cells were quantified via immunohistochemistry as de-

cribed below.

.4. Methylation analysis

Gene methylation data (β-values) generated using the Infinium

umanMethylation450 BeadChip (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA,

SA) technology were downloaded from the UCSC Xena browser

TCGA cohort, www.xena.ucsc.edu) and GEO webpage (HNSCC cell

ines and isolated immune cells). In addition, we performed methy-

ation analysis of additional HNSCC cell lines using the Infinium

ethylationEPIC BeadChip (Illumina, Inc.) following the manufac-

urer’s instructions.

Methylation analysis of tumor tissues from the UKB cohort was

erformed after macrodissection of tumor areals from sections
ounted on glass slides and subsequent lysis and bisulfite con-

ersion using the innuCONVERT Bisulfite All-In-One Kit (Analytik

ena, Jena, Germany) following the manufacturer’s instructions. We

pplied quantitative real-time PCR methylation analysis developed

y Lehmann and Kreipe [50] in order to determine the methylation

evels at the CpG site targeted by bead 3 within the gene body (for-

ard primer: agggttttgttttggtttgttttga, reverse primer: ccaaaaaacc-

attaaactatatctatt, probemethylated: 6-FAM-tgttacgttagtaagtacgtaaagt-

HQ-1, probeunmethylated: HEX-tttgttatgttagtaagtatgtaaagtaaa-BHQ-

). PCR reactions were performed in 20 μl volumes containing 10 ng

isulfite converted DNA (quantified via UV–vis spectrophotome-

ry) and 0.4 μM each primer and each probe. PCR buffer condi-

ions were used as previously described [51]. Real-time PCR was

arried out using a 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR system (Applied

iosystems, Waltham, MA, USA) applying the following temper-

ture profile: 10 min at 95 °C and 45 cycles with 15 s at 95 °C
nd 45 s at 52 °C. Percentage methylation levels were calculated

sing cycle treshold (CT) values obtained from probes specif-

cally binding to methylated (CTmethylated) and unmethylated

CTunmethylated) DNA, respectively, using the following formula:

ethylation [%] = 100%/(1 + 2CTmethylated–CTunmethylated).

.5. mRNA expression analysis

mRNA expression data were downloaded from the TCGA Re-

earch Network (http://cancergenome.nih.gov/). mRNA expression

ata were available for N = 21 samples of NATs and N = 521 sam-

les of cancer tissues. Data were generated employing the Illumina

iSeq 2000 RNA Sequencing Version 2 analysis (Illumina, Inc., San

iego, CA, USA) and normalized counts (n.c.) per gene were re-

orted.

.6. Immunohistochemistry

Tissue sections from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tumor

issues were freshly cut (4 μm) and mounted on Super Frost Plus

lides (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA). After deparaffiniza-

ion and rehydration, the sections were washed with 550 mM Tris-

uffered saline (TBS).

IDO1 and p16INK4a antigen retrieval for was performed in Tar-

et Retrieval Solution (IDO1: pH6, p16INK4a: pH9) for 10 min at

00 °C (#S169984-2, Dako / Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara,

A, USA). After blocking, the sections were incubated with the pri-

ary IDO1 and p16INK4a antibodies (IDO1: dilution 1:1000, rab-

it polyclonal antibody anti-IDO1 #HPA023072, Sigma-Aldrich, St.

ouis, MO, USA; p16INK4a: dilution 1:100, mouse monoclonal an-

ibody clone JC2, #MSK123-05, Zytomed Systems GmbH, Berlin,

ermany) for 60 min at room temperature. After washing with

50 mM TBS, the visualization was performed with the Dako REAL

etection System Alkaline Phosphatase/RED (Dako / Agilent Tech-

ologies, #K5005) on the Dako Autostainer and were contrasted

ith Mayerś Hemalum solution (Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA,

SA, #HX73030749). IDO1 positive cells (tumor or immune cells)

ere calculated as a percentage of total cells.

Immunohistochemical staining of CD45, CD3, CD8, and CD4 was

arried out using monoclonal antibodies; anti-CD45 (1:100, clones

B11 + PD7/26, #M070101, Dako / Agilent Technologies), anti-CD3

1:200, clone LN10, #NCL-L-CD3-565, Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar,

ermany), anti-CD8 (1:50, clone C8/144B, #M710301, Dako / Agi-

ent Technologies), and anti-CD4 (1:20, clone SP35, #503–3354, Zy-

omed Systems GmbH), respectively, using the Dako Omnis system

Dako / Agilent Technologies). The Envision FLEX Magenta, High pH

it (#GV900, Dako / Agilent Technologies) was used for visualiza-

ion. Labeling was performed after heat pretreatment for 20 min at

5 °C in EnVision FLEX TRS Low pH (#GC80511-2, Dako / Agilent

echnologies; anti-CD4 and anti-CD45 antibodies) or EnV FLEX TRS,

http://www.xena.ucsc.edu
http://cancergenome.nih.gov/
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Fig. 1. Genomic organization of the IDO1 gene. Shown is the IDO1 transcript ENST00000518237.6, CG-density, target sites of HumanMethylation450 BeadChip beads, and the

target sequence of the quantitative real-time PCR assay. The modified illustration was exported from www.ensemble.org (Version 89.38) and is based on Genome Reference

Consortium Human Build 38 patch release 10 (GRCh38.p10). cg10262052 (bead 1) targets the central promoter site, bead cg08465774 (bead 2) probes the intragenic promoter

flank, and bead cg24188163 (bead 3) targets the gene body.
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High pH (anti-CD3 and anti-CD8 antibodies). The incubation period

for the primary antibodies was 30 min. Protein expression of CD45,

CD3, CD4, CD8 was evaluated by V.S., as percentage of all cells.

2.7. Statistics

SPSS (version 23.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was employed

to perform statistical analyses. Correlations were calculated us-

ing Spearman’s rank correlation (Spearman’s ρ). Mean values were

compared using the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney U test (two groups).

Multiple comparisons between groups were tested with one-way

ANOVA and post-hoc Bonferroni test. Cox Proportional Hazards re-

gressions of overall survival were conducted using log2-transfomed

methylation and mRNA expression levels. Kaplan–Meier analysis of

overall survival was performed based on an optimized cut-off for

result dichotomization. P-values refer to log-rank test and Wald

test, respectively. Two-sided P-values < 0.05 were considered sta-

tistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. IDO1 methylation correlates with IDO1 expression

We used beads cg10262052 (bead 1), cg08465774 (bead 2),

and cg24188163 (bead 3) from the Infinium HumanMethylation450

BeadChip to assess methylation levels at CpG sites within the IDO1

gene. These beads target CpG sites in the promoter region, pro-

moter flank, and gene body of the IDO1 gene, respectively (as

seen in Fig. 1). DNA methylation levels correlated significantly with

the respective mRNA expression both in normal adjacent and tu-

mor tissues (Table 1). We observed a negative correlation between

methylation and mRNA expression for the beads targeting the pro-

moter and the promoter flank region (beads 1 and 2). A positive

correlation between methylation and mRNA expression, however,

was observed at a CpG site within the gene body (bead 3).

We further investigated the correlation between IDO1 methyla-

tion and protein expression in an independent cohort comprised

of N = 138 HNSCC tumors (UKB cohort). DNA methylation was as-

sessed using a quantitative real-time PCR assays that targets the

CpG site within the gene body probed by bead 3 (Fig. 1). We se-

lected this CpG site because it showed the strongest correlation

with IDO1 mRNA expression in the TCGA cohort (Table 1). Mean

methylation at this locus in tumor tissue from the UKB cohort was

81.9% [95% CI 79.4–84.5%] compared to 64.4% [95% CI 62.7–66.1%]

in the TCGA cohort. Differences in methylation in the TCGA cohort
evaluated by next-generation sequencing) and the independent

KB cohort (evaluated by real-time PCR) might be attributable to

he different techniques which are not calibrated. IDO1 protein ex-

ression was quantified via immunohistochemistry. Strong expres-

ion was found in a subset of infiltrating immune cells as well as

n tumor cells (Fig. 2). The percentage of IDO1 expressing cells (tu-

or and immune cells) positively correlated with IDO1 gene body

ethylation (Spearman’s ρ = 0.181, P = 0.036). Similarly signifi-

ant positive correlations were observed between IDO1 methyla-

ion and the proportion of IDO1 expressing tumor cells (ρ = 0.197,

= 0.022; Table 2) as well as with distinct subsets of immune cells

as described below).

.2. Correlation of IDO1 DNA methylation with IFN-γ signature

In the UKB cohort, we detected a significant, positive correla-

ion between the percentage of IDO1-expressing tumor cells and

DO1-expressing immune cells (Spearman’s ρ = 0.446, P < 0.001;

able 2). This finding might point to a similar regulation of IDO1

xpression in tumor and immune cells, e.g. via cytokines in the

ME. IFN-γ is a cytokine that induces IDO1 expression and an

FN-γ signature is proposed to correlate with response to immune

heckpoint inhibitors [22,23]. We therefore performed correlative

nalyses of mRNA expression levels of genes involved in the IFN-γ
egulatory pathway (IFNG, STAT1, STAT2, JAK2, and IRF9) with IDO1

ethylation and IDO1 mRNA expression in HNSCC tumor tissue

rom the TCGA cohort. We observed a positive correlation between

DO1 mRNA expression and all IFN-γ signature genes. We found

negative correlation between DNA methylation at the promotor

ank region and a positive correlation between DNA methylation

t gene body of IDO1 (bead 2 and 3, respectively) with mRNA ex-

ression of IFN-γ signature genes. DNA methylation of CpG site lo-

ated in the promoter of IDO1 (bead 1) only negatively correlated

ith STAT2 mRNA expression (Table 3).

.3. IDO1 DNA methylation correlates with leukocyte infiltration

As shown above, we found strong IDO1 protein expression in

small number of immune cells. Consequently, we further in-

estigated the correlations of IDO1 methylation with infiltrates

f immune cells. Immune cell infiltration was determined us-

ng mRNA expression signatures of distinct subpopulations of im-

une cells which was developed by Thorsson and colleagues

49]. While we found only weak correlations of IDO1 DNA pro-

oter methylation (bead 1) with six out of the 26 analyzed sig-

http://www.ensemble.org
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Table 1

IDO1 methylation (%) and mRNA expression (n.c.) in normal adjacent tissues, HPV-negative and HPV–positive HNSCC tissues. IDO1 methylation was determined at three

different loci targeted by HumanMethylation450 BeadChip beads (Fig. 1) in N = 528 HNSCC patients from The Cancer Genome Atlas. mRNA expression data was available for

N = 521 patients. Methylation and expression data could be correlated in N = 20 normal adjacent tissues and N = 521 tumor tissues. Significant data are shown in boldface.

P-values refer to Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney U test and Spearman’s ρ correlations, respectively.

Mean methylation [%] / mRNA expression [n.c.]; [95% CI] Correlation methylation with mRNA expression

Analyte

Normal

adjacent

tissue All tumors

P-value (normal

adjacent tissues

vs. tumors)

HPV-negative

tumors

HPV-positive

tumors

P-value

(HPV-positive

vs. -negative Tumor Normal adjacent tissue

Spearman’s

ρ P-value

Spearman’s

ρ P-value

IDO1 mRNA

expression

393

[122–909]

1191

[982–1400]

0.001 976

[723–1230]

2127

[952–3301]

0.001 NA NA NA NA

IDO1 methylation

cg10262052

49.1

[44.3–54.0]

17.5

[16.3–18.7]

<0.001 17.6

[16.0–19.3]

24.4

[17.1–31.7]

0.34 −0.163 <0.001 −0.463 0.040

IDO1 methylation

cg08465774

88.4

[86.7–90.0]

70.3

[68.8–71.8]

<0.001 73.2

[71.1–75.4]

58.8

[52.8–64.9]

<0.001 −0.377 <0.001 −0.534 0.015

IDO1 methylation

cg24188163

59.0

[55.6–62.4]

64.4

[62.7–66.1]

0.003 64.0

[61.4–66.6]

65.5

[60.4–70.6]

0.88 0.502 <0.001 0.105 0.66

NA: Not Applicable.

Fig. 2. Immunohistochemical staining of IDO1, CD45, CD4, and CD8 in HNSCCs. A-D: IDO1 expression in tumor, immune cells, and adjacent tissues. IDO1 expression (red

chromagen) in immune cells (arrows); surrounding tumor tissue negative for IDO1 (A). IDO1 expression in tumor tissue; no expression in surrounding immune cells (B, C).

IDO1 expression in invasive HNSCC (∗) in contrast to negative expression in normal adjacent tissue (#) (D). E-F: Immune microenvironement in HNSCC: IDO1 expression in

tumor and immune cells (E) and CD45+ (F), CD4+ (G), and CD8+ (H) expression in tumor-adjacent immune cells (all red chromagen). Original magnification x 10.
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atures (three negative [including dendritic cells and resting NK

ells] and three positive correlations [memory B cells, resting mast

ells, and M2 macrophages]), significant correlations were present

or IDO1 promoter flank methylation (bead 2) and 16 immune

ignatures (Fig. 3). Of note, positive correlations with promoter

ank methylation (bead 2) were found for M0/M2 macrophages

hile M1 macrophages correlated negatively. Additional positive

orrelations are related to eosinophils, naïve and resting mem-

ry CD4+ T cells, and activated mast cells. Most lymphocytes,

ncluding naïve B cells, Tregs, follicular T helper cells, activated

emory CD4+ T cells, and CD8+ T cells showed negative cor-

elations with promoter flank methylation. In accordance with

he oppositional correlations of methylation and mRNA expres-

ion at the promoter flank compared to the gene body (bead

), we detected significant correlations for ten out of 26 im-

une cell signatures, that were (with plasma cells representing

he only exception) oppositely directed, namely memory B cells,
aïve CD4+ T cells, mast cells, and M0 macrophages (negative cor-

elations) and resting dendritic cells, activated NK cells, activated

emory CD4+ cells, CD8+ T cells, and M1 macrophages (positive

orrelations).

We further corroborated the correlation of IDO1 gene body

ethylation (assessed via real-time PCR) and leukocyte infiltration

n the UKB cohort. Since the results presented above are solely

ased on RNA signatures of immune cell infitrates, we quanti-

ed the proportion of CD45+ leukocytes, CD3+ lymphocytes, CD4+

cells, and CD8+ T cells via immunohistochemistry in order to

alidate the results on the level of protein expression. We were

ble to confirm significant positive correlations between IDO1 gene

ody methylation and CD3+ lymphocytes, (Spearman’s ρ = 0.212,

= 0.013) as well as with CD8+ T cells (ρ = 0.209, P = 0.014) and

D4+ T cells (ρ = 0.230, P = 0.007; Table 2). No significant cor-

elation was found between IDO1 methylation and total leukocyte

CD45+) infiltrates. However, IDO1+ immune cells as well as IDO1+
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Table 2

Percentage of distinct cell populations in HNSCC tumors and their correlation with IDO1 methylation. Immunohistochemical quantification of percentage of CD45+ leukocytes, T cells (CD3+ , CD8+ , and CD4+), IDO1+ immune

cells, and IDO1+ tumor cells of total cells and their correlation with IDO1 methylation in N = 138 HNSCCs. Shown are numbers of negative (without any expressing cells) and positive (tumors with fractions of expressing cells),

mean percentage fraction of expressing cells in positive tumors and the correlations between distinct immune cell subsets and IDO1+ tumor cells with IDO1 methylation. IDO1 methylation was quantified using a quantitative

real time PCR assay that targets the CpG sites probed by bead 3 (cg24188163, Fig. 1). Significant data are shown in boldface.

Correlations (Spearman’s ρ , P-value)

Cell population

Negative tumors

(without expressing

cells)

Positive tumors

(with expressing

cells)

Percentage of total

cells (mean [95% CI];

min-max)a CD45+ leukocytes CD3+ T cells CD8+ T cells CD4+ T cells

IDO1+

immune cells

IDO1+ tumor

cells

IDO1

methylation

CD45+ leukocytes 0 (0%) 138 (100%) 42 [37–46]; 5–90 1 0.842; <0.001 0.764; <0.001 0.777; <0.001 0.239; 0.005 0.215; 0.012 0.125; 0.14

CD3+ T cells 0 (0%) 138 (100%) 15 [13–17]; 1–60 0.842; <0.001 1 0.886; <0.001 0.884; <0.001 0.213; 0.013 0.201; 0.019 0.212; 0.013

CD8+ T cells 0 (0%) 138 (100%) 8 [7–9]; 1–45 0.764; <0.001 0.886; <0.001 1 0.720; <0.001 0.245; 0.004 0.219; 0.010 0.209; 0.014

CD4+ T cells 0 (0%) 138 (100%) 7 [6–8]; 1–40 0.777; <0.001 0.884; <0.001 0.720; <0.001 1 0.122; 0.16 0.149; 0.083 0.230; 0.007

IDO1+ immune cells 68 (49.3%) 70 (50.7%) 2 [1–3]; 1–30 0.239; 0.005 0.213; 0.013 0.245; 0.004 0.122; 0.16 1 0.446; <0.001 0.171; 0.048

IDO1+ tumor cells 104 (75.4%) 34 (24.6%) 5 [3–9]; 1–35 0.215; 0.012 0.201; 0.019 0.219; 0.010 0.149; 0.083 0.446; <0.001 1 0.197; 0.022

a positive tumors only.
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Table 3

Correlations of IDO1 methylation and mRNA expression with mRNA expression of interferon γ signature genes. mRNA expression of IFNG, STAT1, STAT2, JAK2, and IRF9 is

used as surrogate marker for an interferon γ signature. Matched methylation and mRNA expression data were obtained from N = 521 HNSCCs. Significant data are shown in

boldface.

IFNG STAT1 STAT2 JAK2 IRF9

Analyte Spearman’s ρ P-value Spearman’s ρ P-value Spearman’s ρ P-value Spearman’s ρ P-value Spearman’s ρ P-value

IDO1 mRNA 0.821 <0.001 0.737 <0.001 0.579 <0.001 0.686 <0.001 0.446 <0.001

IDO1 methylation

cg10262052 (bead 1)

−0.039 0.38 −0.050 0.26 −0.094 0.033 0.036 0.41 −0.078 0.076

IDO1 methylation

cg08465774 (bead 2)

−0.299 <0.001 −0.139 0.001 −0.107 0.014 −0.214 <0.001 −0.106 0.016

IDO1 methylation

cg24188163 (bead 3)

0.461 <0.001 0.602 <0.001 0.521 <0.001 0.445 <0.001 0.382 <0.001

Fig. 3. Clustered correlations of IDO1 methylation with signatures of tumor infiltrating immune cells. mRNA expression (RNASeq) signatures described in Thorsson et al. were

used to estimate infiltration of distinct immune cell subsets [49]. These signatures were correlated with IDO1 methylation at three CpG sites. Only statistically significant

(P < 0.05) Spearman’s ρ rank correlation coefficients were used for unsupervised clustering and illustration (n.s.: not significant).
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umor cells correlated significantly with total leukocyte (CD45+) as

ell as with total T cell infiltrates (CD3+).

.4. IDO1 methylation in distinct immune cell populations

Our results as presented above suggest a significant association

f IDO1 methylation with tumor immunity. We therefore inves-

igated IDO1 methylation of purified immune cell subpopulations

n peripheral blood from healthy donors. When comparing differ-

ntial methylation in isolated leukocytes from healthy donors, we

ound significant differences (Supplemental Table 1, Fig. 4). Signifi-

ant differences of promoter methylation (bead 1) were found be-

ween tumor cells and monocytes and B cells as well as between

onocytes and CD8+ T cells and between B cells and CD8+ T cells.

ethylation of the CpG site located within the promoter flank,

owever, showed only significant differential methylation between

onocytes and CD8+ T cells and between CD8+ T cells and reg-

latory T cells. In particular, the CpG site within the gene body

argeted by bead 3 showed high and significant methylation differ-

nces between tumor cells and immune cells as well as between

onocytes and CD4+, CD8+, and regulatory T cells (Supplemental

able 1, Fig. 4)
 I
.5. IDO1 DNA methylation and mRNA expression stratified by HPV

tatus

We observed significant differences in IDO1 DNA methylation

nd its mRNA expression in HPV-negative and HPV-positive tumors

Table 1). Tumors not associated with HPV (HPV-negative) showed

igher mean DNA methylation (73.3%, CI: 71.1%−75.4%) at the pro-

oter flank region (bead 2) than HPV-positive tumors (58.8%, [95%

I: 52.8%−64.9%], P < 0.001, Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney U test). We

id not observe significant differences in methylation at the other

wo investigated loci within the TCGA cohort. In the UKB co-

ort, however, HPV-positive (p16-positive) tumors showed higher

ethylation compared to HPV-negative (p16-negative) tumors at

he CpG site within the gene body (p16-negative: N = 103, methyla-

ion 79.7%, [95% CI: 76.6–82.9%]; p16-positive: N = 35, methylation

8.7%, [95% CI: 86.2–91.1%]; P = 0.010, Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney U

est). Lower IDO1 mRNA expression was observed in HPV-negative

umors (973 n.c., [95% CI: 723–1230]) in comparison with HPV-

ositive tumors (2127 n.c., [95% CI: 952–3301], P = 0.001) in the

CGA cohort. Concordantly, we found a lower percentage of IDO1-

xpressing immune cells and tumor cells in HPV-negative vs. HPV-

ositive tumors in the UKB cohort (IDO1+ immune cells: HPV+:

.2% [95% CI: 0.77–1.7%]; HPV-: 1.0% [95% CI: 0.35–1.6]; P = 0.007;

DO1+ tumor cells: HPV+: 2.7% [95% CI: 0.28–5.0]; HPV-: 1.0% [95%
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Fig. 4. IDO1 methylation in distinct leukocytes, HPV-positive, and HPV-negative cell lines. IDO1 methylation at three sites (A: cg10262052, B: cg08465774, C: cg24188163)

in isolated leukocytes (N = 52 monocytes, N = 60 B cells, N = 24 CD8+ T cells, N = 94 CD4+ T cells, N = 18 Tregs) from healthy donors, HPV-positive (cg08465774, cg24188163:

N = 5; cg10262052 N = 3), and HPV-negative tumor cell lines (cg08465774, cg24188163: N = 34; cg10262052 N = 23). P-values refer to one-way ANOVA. Bars indicate median

methylation levels. Results (P-values) from pairwise Bonferroni post-hoc comparisons are listed in Supplemental Table 1.

Table 4

Correlations of IDO1 methylation and mRNA expression with overall survival and mutational load in HNSCC patients. Methylation and mRNA were analyzed as continuous

log2-transformed variates. Significant data are shown in boldface. P-values refer to Wald test and Spearman’s ρ correlations, respectively.

Correlation with overall survival (N = 527, methylation; N = 521, mRNA)) Correlation with mutational load (N = 256)

Analyte Hazard ratio [95% CI] P-value Spearman’s ρ P-value

IDO1 mRNA 0.95 [0.90–1.01] 0.12 −0.015 0.81

IDO1 methylation cg10262052 1.09 [0.92–1.29] 0.38 −0.252 <0.001

IDO1 methylation cg08465774 1.53 [1.02–2.30] 0.041 −0.161 0.010

IDO1 methylation cg24188163 1.09 [0.82–1.45] 0.56 −0.154 0.014
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CI: 0.31–1.0]; P = 0.040, Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney U test). How-

ever, no methylation differences were observed in HPV-negative

HNSCC cell lines, when compared with HPV-positive HNSCC cell

lines (Fig. 4, Supplemental Table 1) which can not be interpretated

due to the small number of investigated cell lines. On the other

hand, we found significantely higher infiltrates of CD3+ (P = 0.021)

and CD8+ (P = 0.028; Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney U test) T cells in

HPV-positive compared to HPV-negative tumors within the UKB

cohort. The difference in the immune infiltration may be the rea-

son for the observed difference of IDO1 methylation between the

groups.

3.6. Correlation of IDO1 DNA methylation with overall survival

Next, we analyzed the correlation of log2-transformed methy-

lation and mRNA expression levels with patients’ overall survival.

A Cox proportional hazards analysis revealed a significant increase

in risk of death (HR: 1.53, [95% CI: 1.02–2.30], P = 0.041, Wald test,

Table 4) in patients showing higher methylation levels at CpG site

within the promoter flank targeted by bead 2. No association with

overall survival was observed for CpG sites targeted by bead 1 and

3. We further corroborated our results in a Kaplan-Meier analysis

of overall survival of patients stratified according to methylation at

the CpG site probed by bead 2. We used an optimized cut-off of
9.14% methylation for the dichotomization of methylation levels.

e applied the cut-off that yielded the lowest P-value (P < 0.001,

og-rank test) when comparing the overall survival of the hyper-

ethylated and hypomethylated groups (Fig. 5). Patients with tu-

ors habouring IDO1 hypermethylation at CpG site 2 had a median

verall survival of 34.1 [95% CI: 22.5–45.7] months whilst the me-

ian survival within the patient group with IDO1 hypomethylated

umors was not reached within 5 years of follow-up.

.7. Correlation of IDO1 DNA methylation with tumor mutational

oad

All CpG sites (targeted by beads 1–3) showed a significant neg-

tive correlation between methylation and tumor mutational load

bead 1: Spearman’s ρ = −0.252, P < 0.001; bead 2: ρ = −0.161,

= 0.010; bead 3: ρ = −0.154, P = 0.014; Table 4). No significant

orrelation was observed for IDO1 mRNA expression and muta-

ional load.

.8. Correlation of IDO1 with PD-1/PD-L1 DNA methylation and

RNA expression

PD-1 promoter methylation as determined using beads

g20805133, cg00795812, cg27051683, cg17322655, and
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Fig. 5. Kaplan–Meier analysis of overall survival in HNSCC patients stratified ac-

cording to IDO1 methylation. Patient samples were dichotomized based on an op-

timized cutoff (69.14% methylation at CpG within the promoter flank targeted by

bead cg08465774). Shown are results from N = 527 HNSCC patients from The Can-

cer Genome Atlas. P-value refers to log-rank test.
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g03889044 has previously been shown to be a strong prog-

ostic biomarker for overall survival in the same cohort under

nvestigation [32]. In addition, PD-L1 (CD274) methylation at a CpG

ite within the CD274 promoter (targeted by bead cg19724470) has

een reported to be strongly correlated to PD-L1 expression in the

CGA cohort [30]. Since immune checkpoint genes are frequently

oexpressed, and PD-1 and IDO inhibitors are being trialed in

ombination therapy, we further analyzed the correlation of PD-

/PD-L1 methylation and mRNA expression with IDO1. We found

strong PD-1/PD-L1 mRNA coexpression with IDO1 (PD-1: Spear-

an’s ρ = 0.790, P < 0.001; PD-L1: ρ = 0.586, P < 0.001; N = 521).

urthermore, we detected significant positive correlations of IDO1

ethylation of CpG site targeted by beads 2 and 3 (N = 528; bead

: Spearman’s ρ = 0.313, P < 0.001; bead 3: ρ = 0.109, P = 0.012)

ith average PD-1 promoter methylation determined via the

ve beads mentioned above. No significant correlation between

ethylation of IDO1 CpG site targeted by bead 1 and PD-1 pro-

oter methylation was present (Spearman’s ρ = 0.023, P = 0.60).

f note, we found significant positive correlations between PD-L1

ethylation (cg19724470) and IDO1 methylation targeted by bead

(Spearman’s ρ = 0.156, P < 0.001) and 2 (Spearman’s ρ = 0.294,

< 0.001) but a negative correlation for bead 3 (Spearman’s

=−0.277, P < 0.001).

. Discussion

IDO1 inhibitors are being tested as promising immunomodula-

ory agents in patients with advanced cancer, albeit with mixed

esults thus far [11–13]. We aimed to investigate the epigenetic

egulation by methylation of the IDO1 gene in the tumor immune

icroenvironment.

DNA methylation is frequently associated with transcriptional

ene activity depending on the locus of methylation, e.g. promoter

egion or gene body [52,53]. In the present study we observed that

DO1 gene expression is negatively associated with promoter and

romoter flank methylation which is consistent with the current

odel of epigenetic regulation whereby methylation in this region

ften results in decreased gene expression. Our results are con-

ordant with published results from breast and esophageal tumors
here IDO1 promoter methylation has been shown to be associ-

ted with reduced gene expression [40,41]. In contrast, gene body

ethylation is well known to correlate positively with mRNA ex-

ression [53]. Concordantly, we observed a positive correlation of

DO1 DNA methylation in the gene body with IDO1 mRNA expres-

ion as well as with IDO1 protein expression.

HNSCCs are a heterogeneous group of cancers comprising sev-

ral distinct subgroups that are associated with risik factors, i.e.

PV-infection and smoking [42,54]. A study conducted in patients

ith HPV-negative oral squamous cell cancers found significant

DO1 overexpression in low-risk tumors that were not attributable

o alcohol and tobacco abuse compared to high-risk tumors from

mokers and drinkers [55]. In our study, a significant difference

n IDO1 methylation status and IDO1 expression (mRNA and pro-

ein) was observed between high-risk HPV-negative and low-risk

PV-positive tumors. HPV-associated tumors showed significantly

ower DNA methylation in the promoter flank region which cor-

elated with increased mRNA expression. The association of IDO1

xpression and methylation with regard to distinct etiologies, e.g.

PV-infection and smoking, needs further investigation. Integra-

ion of the viral genome might result in significant changes in the

ethylome and thus could explain this result [54,56]. However,

NA methylation differences between virus-associated and non-

ssociated tumors could also be explained by different tumor mi-

roenvironments. Recently, Thorsson et al. reported IDO1 methyla-

ion and expression to be significantly different between immune

ubtypes across 33 cancer types [49]. This is supported by our ob-

ervation that distinct immune cell subsets and tumor cells exhibit

ifferent IDO1 methylation levels. Concordantly, hypomethylation

f the promoter flank region and an increase in IDO1 mRNA ex-

ression also correlated positively with infiltration of tumor tissue

y CD8+ and CD4+ T cells. This is suggestive of a positive feed-

ack mechanism in which IDO1 expression is upregulated in T cell

nflamed tumors. Accordingly, Carrero et al. were able to show, in

he same TCGA HNSCC cohort, that HPV-positive tumors harbor a

cell rich microenvironement which might account for the better

rognosis in this patient cohort [57]. This finding is in line with

ur observation that HPV-positive tumors were higher infiltrated

ith CD3+ and CD8+ lymphocytes. Of note, we also found a sig-

ificant correlation between IDO1+ immune cells and IDO+ tumor

ells in HNSCCs, suggesting that there may be a similar mecha-

ism for IDO1 induction in these cells, e.g. via proinflammatory

ytokines in the TME. For example, it has been shown that IFN-

released by T cells induces IDO1 expression [58] which is in line

ith the strong correlation between IDO1 expression and an IFN-γ
ignature as shown in our study.

In conclusion, DNA methylation analysis of IDO1 could serve as

biomarker to identify tumors that show a T cell-inflamed signa-

ure (including IDO1 expressing immune cells) with an upregulated

FN-γ response. These conditions have been shown to be necessary

ut not always sufficient for clinical benefit from PD-1 immune

heckpoint inhibition [59]. These patients might benefit from IDO1

nhibitors, either alone or in combination with other checkpoint

nhibitors, e.g. PD-1 immune checkpoint inhibitors, since PD-L1 is

lso upregulated by IFN-γ [60].

Expression of PD-L1 in tumor tissue and/or surrounding im-

une cells is currently the best predictor for response to immune

heckpoint inhibition. However, its clinical performance is limited

nd more accurate biomarkers or biomarkers that add informative

alue are needed. We did observe a positive correlation of PD-

/PD-L1 and IDO1 mRNA expression and methylation in our cohort

hich is in line with a previous report [61]. The strong correla-

ions between IDO1 methylation with the expression of other im-

une checkpoints, TILs, and an interferon γ suggests IDO1 methy-

ation as a biomarker for general tumor immunogenicity. Again, it

ould be interesting to investigate in a prospective setting, if IDO1
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methylation could act as predictive biomarker for response to im-

mune checkpoint inhibition, including anti-IDO1 and/or anti-PD-1

antibodies. A multitude of PD-L1 tests and scoring systems are cur-

rently used and their harmonization is challenging [62]. A simple

quantitative DNA methylation test might allow for a highly repro-

ducible testing between laboratories.

One predictor for response to immunotherapy with checkpoint

inhibitors is a high tumor mutational load with a high number of

nonsynonymous mutations. These likely result in a high number

of immunogenic neoantigens [63]. In the present study, IDO1 DNA

methylation of all three analyzed CpG sites was negatively corre-

lated with tumor mutational burden. We did not observe an asso-

ciation of IDO1 expression with mutational load on the mRNA level

so the relevance of the aforementioned findings is unclear.

A study investigating the microenvironment of malignant

melanomas described an interesting feedback mechanism. The au-

thors found that in tumors with high infiltration of CD8+ T cells,

immunosuppressive pathways including IDO1, PD-L1, and regula-

tory T cells are also upregulated [64]. Our study supports this find-

ing in that IDO1 DNA methylation and expression is correlated

with T cell infiltration and methylation and mRNA expression of

PD-L1 and PD-1. This could provide an additional rationale for tar-

geting immunosuppressive pathways like the ones regulated by

IDO1 and PD-L1.

Our results demonstrate the complex relationship between tu-

mor microenvironment and epigenetic regulation of the immune

suppressive gene IDO1. While biomarker studies in patient cohorts

from IDO1 inhibitor trials are still awaited [65], analysis of DNA

methylation status of IDO1 could potentially help select subgroups

of patients with high IDO1 expression and possibily a high level

of anti-tumoral T cell infiltration, who are likely to benefit from

IDO1 inhibitor therapy. Further studies including anti-IDO1 treated

HNSCC patient cohorts are needed to test the possibility of using

IDO1 methylation as a predictive biomarker for IDO1 inhibitors.

While the predictive value of IDO1 methylation testing is purely

speculative based on the present data, it is well acknowledged

that most likely not only a single parameter is sufficient to reli-

ably predict response to immunotherapy. Hence, IDO1 methylation

needs to be tested together with other potentially predictive fac-

tors in order to assess potential additive value. If IDO1 methyla-

tion indeed shows some predictive value, its implementation into

clinical testing might harbor several advantages. DNA methyla-

tion testing is inexpensive and can be performed even in small

amounts of formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded clinical speci-

mens [51,66,67]. It needs to be mentioned that a significant num-

ber of clinically relevant specimens are too small to allow for an

analysis of all parameters. An additional advantage of DNA methy-

lation testing is its biological stability while mRNA and protein ex-

pression might highly be effected by the sample processing pro-

cedure. Moreover, since a diploid cell contains only two alleles of

each gene, the individual contribution of each cell to the overall

methylation signal obtained from a heterogeneous sample is the

same. In contrast, protein and mRNA quantification might be im-

paired by small subgroups of cells that highly express the gene and

thereby mask the lower expression of the majority of cells.

In conclusion, our results suggest IDO1 expression levels are

epigenetically regulated by DNA methylation. IDO1 methylation

correlates with features of responsiveness (PD-L1 expression, CD8+

T cell infiltrates, tumor mutational burden, and an IFN-γ signature)

to immune checkpoint inhibitors. Our study provides rationale to

test IDO1 methylation as potential biomarker for prediction of re-

sponse to IDO1 immune checkpoint inhibitors.
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